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OUTSIDE NOW!
Summer 2013

Hinckley Mountaineering Club
affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council

1980-2013       33 years of HMC

Presidents Ed’s  Jottings!

As the year progresses it’s good to 
see so many of you out doing stuff, 
despite the crap weather. WHEN 
WILL IT GET BETTER? – “just in time 
for our trip to Pete’s Hut in Nant 
Gwynant I reckon”.     As you know 
it’s full, but camp outside the door 
if you want – “loadsa room” and… 
no snoring too!

We had a really good night at The 
Plough when we said farewell to 
one of our past Presidents, Elvyn 
Haigh(65), who’s thrown the towel 
in and retired to Scotland. He will 
obviously be attending hut meets as 
usual, and I suspect bagging a few 
more Munro’s now he lives within 
striking distance. We wish him all 
the best and look forwards to 
seeing him out more, and thank you 
Elvyn for providing a splendid 
buffet.  Now, I’m not saying he’s 
old, but …   by the time we’d lit the 
last candle on his birthday cake, the 
first one had burnt out!

Talking of The Plough, what a great 
move that was. Since we’ve been 
there everyone has said what a 
pleasure it is to go down on a 
Thursday and, with such pleasant 
staff, good ale and good facilities, 
including the room at the back, 
we’ve been steadily increasing 
membership. Welcome to all you 
newbies, glad to see you all and 
look forward to seeing on one of 
our hut meets.

Looking forward. I’ve started 
booking huts for 2014 (you have to 
book early if you want the best 
spots) and so far I have Patterdale; 
Little Langdale; Torridon and for 
our winter week -  Grey Corries 
Lodge at Roy Bridge (top side of 
Fort Bill) all confirmed. We’ve stayed 
at them all before including Grey 
Corries Lodge which has five double 
rooms and is extremely handy for 
The Ben and host of Munros.  I also 
need to know numbers for the New 
Year in the Lakes. The intention is 
to travel up Sat and return maybe 
Wed 1 Jan or stay on until Sat 4th. 
The sooner I get the numbers and 

preferred return day, the sooner I 
can book, so please get in touch.(It 
won’t be a bunkhouse).

If you can make the Hangii at 
Cadeby (July 13,) we can highly 
recommend it.  It’s not open to the 
public, just word of mouth. A day 
and evening of music, hog roast 
and Gandalf’s famous fireworks 
display. We’re definitely going – 
and helping clear up Sunday, so 
anyone who can give up a couple of 
hours Sunday, let me know. If you 
can’t make the Hangii, try and get 
to the Stanton Beer Fest n BBQ at 
my house (Aug 10)… usual thing, 
three barrels; food; H on the piano; 
stay if you want (camp or doss) but 
let me know. Yes. It’s  a significant 
birthday too. (?).

More significant birthdays to come, 
Ian and Nettie’s joint 50th in 
August, all invited (see meets diary) 
and a little bird to the north of MIRA 
tells me there is a even bigger 
one...buts its a secret! 

The New Plough
Leicester Road 
Hinckley 
from 9.00pm every Thursday

(opp Fire Station)
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A mountaineering traditional ice axe guard of honour for Andrea 
and Ed from HMC’ers after their wedding at Stoney Stanton St 
Michael’s Church in April. The reception was held at the Royal 
Arms, Sutton Cheney. The couple flew in from their new home in 
New Zealand a few days before the event and then left the 
following day for a honeymoon in Bali before returning home to 
New Zealand. We all wish them well for the future.

The more observant amongst the many readers of this mag will 
have noticed that ON is now widescreen.This was done as several 
readers commented it would be easier to read the whole page on 
their monitors rather than scrolling down on each page. So it has 
been done. Comments for or against please on a £5 note to Ted.
If you haven’t noticed; then a trip to SpecSavers would be in order.
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ROCK ON
A compilation of rock routes from the Forum March-June 2013

Once upon a time when some of our members had maps with...“beyond here there be dragons”... the club had a proper 
paper route book and it was assiduously filled in (by writing) every week. Now changing times mean that routes are now on 
the HMC website’s forum.  So for those who don’t access the website, here are the routes copied directly.  Walking routes 
are usually detailed enough to make separate stories and placed on other pages. There will be no editing, correcting 
spelling or punctuation made to these entries.

Claire & Steve
Wild Camping Weekend - Snowdonia

Friday 1st March - travelling after work we arrived in Rhyd 
Ddu quite late to camp below Mynedd Mawr.
Saturday 2nd March - Snowdon via Rhyd Ddu path, Pyg 
Track and Crib Goch. Anything above 600m frozen nicely.

Sunday 3rd March - Nantlle Ridge circular route from 
Rhyd Ddu returning via the mine workings to the south.

Ken 
Glencoe meet. 21/2/2013
following a good few days and a number of Munros finally 
succumbed to a real winter route on Creag Meagaidh: 
Centre Post 3/4*** with Stacey and Harry(injury forced 
early return to car). Early start on a cold great day. great 
route led by Stacy...did let me lead a couple of "easy" 
pitches. We soloed the first couple of pitches to bypass 
some of the traffic...great conditions, even i felt 
competent! 4 hours and 6 pitches later summitted on 
plateau...knackered beyond belief, calves bursting but 
seriously chuffed! Thanks Stacey for making an old novice 
happy

Kev 16 March
During the recent Glencoe meet Nigel and I had some 
unfinished business with half a gully due to too many 
people on the route.
Needless to say after keeping an eye on conditions we 
dashed up to the Ben on Tuesday evening to arrive nice 
and early at the 
foot of Point Five Gully with one team already well ahead 
of us and no one behind. There aren't enough superatives 
to describe
this fabulous route. Conditions were superb with first time 
placements in great ice. 325M, 7 pitches, and 6 hours 
later we arrived
at the Trig point. What a fitting end to a great season, our 
fourth classic this year from cold climbs, cheers Nige.
 
18/02/2013 Green Gully IV/4 *** Kev / Nigel / Nathan

19/02/2013 Staghorn Gully III/3 Kev / Nigel / Nathan 
20/02/2013 Twisting Gully III/4 Kev / Nigel
13/03/2013 Point Five Gully V/5 Kev / Nigel

Martin 23 march 
Crazy day trip to Baggy Point!
What a day! Me and Paul left Hinckley at 4am driving 
through heavy snow till we joined the m5. Hit 3 inches in 
the middle lane of the m42 at 60 mph, that was scary!
Reached Croyde and the sun was out, managed to ab in 
and climb In Her Eyes S 4a before the tide came in.
Then we went for Kinkyboots VS 4c. What a start, literally 
falling over across a void to grab some soaking wet holds! 
Almost as scary as the drive. The rest of the pitch was 
brillant, lovely steep climbing leading to a nice relaxing 
slab. Paul didnt fancy the second pitch so after a bit of a 
faff swapping a hanging belay i led the run out and loose 
but still enjoyable pitch. Excellent route!
The swell was that big by this point, spray reaching the 
belay ledge on kinky, we decided it was time to run away 
back to the snow. 
The drive back was simple, all roads clear. Long drive for 
two routes but definitely worth it to actually get out rock 
climbing again.

Matt w 29 march
Cracking day out at Tremadog last Thursday with my mate 
Tom. His first day climbing outdoors so I decided to chuck 
him in at the deep end starting with Chrismas Curry with 
the Micah finish HS 4b. Topped out to brilliant sunshine 
and glorious views albeit with a howling wind and bit of a 
chill. After Christmas Curry we took a quick break in the 
car as Eric's cafe was closed and then I got back to 
testing Tom on One Step in the clouds VS 4c. Two 
fantastic and classic routes on a day when the rest of 
north Wales seemed to be covered in ice and snow made 
for a very satisfying trip and we'll worth the 4am start! 

Also had an amazing day out yesterday in the lakes with 
Steve P. Conditions not brilliant with the snow very 
powdery but luckily not in the vast quantities we had 
anticipated. With temperatures predicted to feel like -17 in 

the wind we wrapped up well and ended up getting 
glorious sunshine on an ascent of sharp edge I/II followed 
by a bite to eat on the summit of Blencathra. Much 
respect to Steve for hauling up our rack suitable for an 
alpine big wall and then only using 2 wires on the whole 
route. Great weight training!

Martin 3 april
Great day at Stanage with Rich. Highlight of the day for 
me was Big Air E6 6b. Felt highball tough V4 with the pile 
of snow and three pads. Well happy to do it. Even fell from 
the last move before finally doing it!

Keith P 4 april
Busy weekend in the Peak.

Saturday we went to Millstone, mixed weather showers/ 
hail sun wind, turing into a Fantastic evening.

Routes lead...
Embankment 1 first pitch VS 4c** my lead lovely climbing 
great gear.
Crew cut VS 4c** Johns lead, awsome cllimbing looks 
very unlikely.
Bond street HVS 5a*** my lead fell off just before the 
'good' rest, lots of encouragement from onlookers then 
rain stopped play. Absailed to retrieve the great, got the 
rope stuck (thank goodness for 2 ropes) abed again to 
retrieve the rope, and prusiced back up slimy rock!
Lions gate direct HVS 5a** Johns lead, thin start to steep 
climbing.
Eartha HS 4a** My lead, boost for a bruised ego!

Higgar Tor...
The File VS 4c*** Johns lead! What a bastard of a route!

Sunday....

We slept the night at Stanage Edge, but we thought we 
would leave a note for Bill, telling him we are aware that 
we can stop one night, and stone it worked, no early 
morning wake up call!
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One route at Stanage High Neb/ Crow Chin

October slab HS 4b** easy climbing shame about being 
blown about like a rag doll

Retreat to lower ground....

Birchen....

Porthole Direct VS 4c** Johns lead, a nice route.
Roger the cabin boy VS 4c* My lead, fine climbing hard at 
the grade.
Topsail VS 4c*** Johns lead, disappointing route, better 
climbing on previouse route.
Camperdown crawl VS 4c** my lead one tuff move off the 
floor.
Monument Gully Buttress HVS 5b Johns lead, boulder 
problem with gear.
Nelsons Nemesis VS 4b*** Johns lead, spended easy 
climbing!
\
Kev turner 5th april
Nathan P and I did the Screen yesterday in Cwm Idwal IV/
4 **
Although in brilliant condition with some very funky ice 
chandeliers and formations the central ice pillar felt quite 
hard for IV.
It was pretty plum vertical for about 25'.
Most of the routes there were also in pretty good nick.
Cheers Nathan for another good day out, the cold climbs 
classics just keep on coming.

martin 14 april
Me Matt and Scott went Stanage yesterday. Lot of snow 
still around, but a lot of dry rock too.
Matt led
Mississippi Buttress Direct Vs 4c
Gargoyle Flake Vs 4b

I led
Zigzag Flake Crack Vs 4b
Cold Turkey HVS 5a
Mississippi Buttress Variant Direct E1 5b

Scott seconded all the routes including his first E1 in 
quite heavy rain, good effort!

Martin 24 april
Last Saturday at the beginners meet, me and Scott had a 
great day.
Scott led
Black Hawk Hell Crack S 4a
Nicheless Climb S 4a

I led
Heather Wall VS 4c
Eliminator HVS 5b
Morrisons Redoubt E1 5b
Whillans Pendulum and Black Magic HVS 5b
Easter Rib E1 5b

Martin 6th May
Day trip to North Wales Saturday with Arran, Paul, Keith 
and Scott. Our plan was to meet up with Rich and Claire 
and climb in the pass. Upon arrival we were greeted with 
the usual Welsh conditions so after a coffee with Rich and 
Claire we ran away to Gogarth.
The wind there was freezing so we headed to Holyhead 
Mountain.
Great day but really cold in the wind.

Paul
D'Elephant VD
Teaser VS 4c

Arran
Slippers VD

Keith
Slab Direct VD
Rock And Ice HS 4a

Scott
Slippers VD
Rock And Ice HS 4a
Me
Black And Tan VS 4c

Comfortably Numb VS 4c
Birthday Passage VS 4c
Wind E1 5b Scott lead the HVS 4c top pitch. Another 
good effort. First VS one week, HVS the next!!!

Martin 28 april
Great day at Gogarth yesterday with Scott. Usual 4am 
start, arrived at 7.30.
We headed to Castell Helen, planning on Blanco HVS 5a 
as our first route. After a bit of faff choosing an unusual 
way to abseil 60 m on an 80 m rope. Losing my partner 
and having to prussick all the way back out to find him. 
We both made it to the bottom of the route! Full details 
are being kept secret, i have already secured myself one 
TAT award this year!
I split the first pitch into two to save Scott from the 
incoming tide. The first was loverly juggy climbing, reall 
good fun. The next looked intimidating through some big 
overhangs but turned at to be pretty easy for the grade. I 
did have one interesting moment when my feet skidded 
off on some seagull s#€t and i ended up dangling luckly 
from a good hold.
Scott seconded easliy and lead the easy scramble last 
pitch out.
Next up was Pel VS 4c, only problem was the scrappy 
photocopy I was using as a guide book only had the line 
on the topo and no description. I set out heading vaguely 
towards the belay ledge. The climbing was nice but 
harder than Blanco in places, probably not the right line! 
Scott took the top pitch, quite a tough start leading to 
easier scrambly climbing again. Good effort, first 
multipitch, first proper ab and first VS lead.
Last route of the day, Rap VS 4c. Abbing down the route 
looked really steep, it turned out it was. Never overly 
pumpy but you definity had to keep moving. Brilliant 
pitch, tough for the grade. 
Another excellent day trip, hope the good weather 
continues.

Martin 6th May 
Day trip to North Wales Saturday with Arran, Paul, Keith 
and Scott. Our plan was to meet up with Rich and Claire 
and climb in the pass. Upon arrival we were greeted with 

ROCK ON     CONT
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LOREM ORCI
the usual Welsh conditions so after a coffee with Rich and 
Claire we ran away to Gogarth.
The wind there was freezing so we headed to Holyhead 
Mountain.
Great day but really cold in the wind.

Paul
D'Elephant VD
Teaser VS 4c

Arran
Slippers VD

Keith
Slab Direct VD
Rock And Ice HS 4a

Scott
Slippers VD
Rock And Ice HS 4a

Me
Black And Tan VS 4c
Comfortably Numb VS 4c
Birthday Passage VS 4c
Wind E1 5b Scott lead the HVS 4c top pitch. Another good 
effort. First VS one week, HVS the next!!!

Martin 13 May

On Friday me and Scott decided a drive Torquay on the 
small chance of sunshine was a good idea!

The usual 4am start and 3 hour drive, we made it to sunny 
Devon. We headed to Daddyhole, a limestone sea cliff just 
round the corner from Torquay harbour. Catching a glimpse 
of the crag from the car park it looked like the whole crag 
was falling down.

The path down was steep, wet mud and grass. Worth at 
least HVS 3a. After to resorting to bum sliding on parts of 
the path we decided we didn't want to repeat it up or down! 
We headed for The Gates Of Eden a classic HVS. Upon 
arrival we were greeted by a pair of noisy sea gulls. They 
soon disappeared so we thought we were good to go. 

I set off up the crux 5a pitch, which is the approach pitch to 
most the good climbing on the crag. I soon reached a ledge 
at 10 m to find one of the gulls sat on a nest!! I stupidly 
thought if i didn't make eye contact and ignored it 
everything would be fine. The gull was squawking madly, 
then Scott shouted a warning. The other gull started dive 
bombing my helmet! Pretty scary when your climbing! The 
only option was retreat. Down climbing as quick as i could, 
ripping the gear out as I went. All the time under aerial 
assault.

What to do now? The walk out was scarier than the gulls, all 
the good routes went past the nest. We went for the only 
option, The Tobacco Road, a tidal VS at the end of the crag. 
Only trouble the tide was already covering the base of the 
route. We chucked all the heavy gear in Scotts bag and I set 
off across a steep wall to join the route. Waves crashing 
towards Scott as I climbed! The climb was steady but really 
loose in places, confirming the crag is actually falling down. 
Scott did well seconding it with a 15kg bag on! The rock 
soon gave way to steep grass and mud. After crawling up 
the hill fighting rope drag my only belay option was a bush 
and my heels dug in the soil! Bomber!!!!!

We scrambled through the jungle of brambles and stingers 
to emerge in a quiet Torquay park much to the surprise of 
an elderly chap sat on a bench. As we made our way to the 
car the gulls circled victoriously above our heads! What 
next? Haytor!!!

Im not sure why we chose Haytor, it was an extremely 
windy day and we picked to climb on the highest point for 
miles around. After we fought our way through the hordes of 
school children getting blown down the hill we arrived at the 
crag with the drizzle! 

So, in another bizarre decision I decided to climb a 
seriously overhanging HVS called Outward Bounds. Its a 
brilliant line swinging through a big roof on big painful jugs. 
By the time I had faffed around placing gear and monkeyed 
through the roof my hands were totally numb and I was 
pretty tired. Unable to hang on to place gear I just carried 
on upwards to a good ledge halfway. Scary stuff!! The rest 
of the climb was easy, but made very hard by the wind 
nearly blowing me off every time I moved a limb.
 

The fun and games continued when Scott dropped his nut 
key, and couldn't remove all the gear. I solved this by 
abbing down the wrong route, getting the ropes jammed. 
Then leading the route again to the overhangs then down 
climbed stripping the gear. TAT award any one? As the rain 
moved in we decided this was a fitting end to a chaotic day 
so we headed home. I even made it back in time for a 
birthday curry!

Martin 21 May
Excellent weekend in Cornwall. Me, Paul, Steve O and 
Keith.

Bosigran
All of us climbed alternate leads
Doorpost HS 4b
Little Brown Jug VS 5a

Steve and Keith alternate leads
Ochre Slab Route II S 4a
Ochre Slab Route I VS 4c
Doorway S 4a

Me and Paul alternate leads
Anvil Chorus VS 4c
Suicide Wall E1 5c , epic climb!!!!!!

Carn Kendijack
I lead Saxon HVS 5a, Paul second

Sennen
Me an Paul alternate leads
Demo Route HS 4b
 Hayloft VS 4c

ROCK ON     CONT

From Rich
I have booked a hut in N.Wales in the Ogwen Valley 
on the weekend of the 5/6/7th of July . 10 spaces 
free. A £10 deposit secures a space.
The objective is a weekends climbing .It may well be 
possible to go up early on thurs evening or Friday for 
a few people. A great spot for Amphitheatre Buttress 
and climbing in the Ogwen Valley.
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SAGA LOUTS OUT and ABOUT

Wed 5 Dec 

Market Bosworth was the start 
of todays walk picking up the 
Leicestershire Round. The 
route took us across the gold 
course and on to the village of 
Carlton.Continuing on the 
Leics Round arrived at 
Congerstone Lane to discover 
that the path was closed due 
to the bridge being closed at 

Shackerstone. Down the road to the Ashby canal into 
Shackerstone. Coffee stop at the bridge. The 
footbridge at the station was closed, so a change of 
route via, Odstone, Barton in the Beans back to 
Carlton which was to be our pub stop. The Gate 
Hangs Well was not open at midday so another dry 
walk, so we pressed on back to Bosworth. A very wet 
nine miles. Those that suffered were Geoff K, Bob J, 
Ray G and John T.

Thurs 13 Dec.

This walk was not the usual saga walk but a recce by 
Stuart M and John T to establish a route and dining 
venue for the Christmas Pud walk. The choice we 
decided upon started from the Greyhound Inn, Burton 
on the Wolds. Following footpaths to Walton on the 
Wolds village enjoying the crisp and frosty morning. 
On the edge of the village we picked up a path to 
Prestwold Park and Hall. Stopped for coffee at the 
church where we became the centre of a pheasant 
shoot. On to Prestwold village touching the edge of 
Wymswold Airfield and paths through the woods 
arrived back at the Greyhound, here a very excellent 
meal was enjoyed so we booked the restaurant for the 
Christmas Pud walk..  5 miles.

Thurs  27th Dec

The Christmas Pud Walk.
A very wet start as we gathered together, Ted took the 
official photo of the 25 walkers and as we set of the 

rain stopped but the conditions underfoot were 
extremely wet throughout the walk. Some of the paths 
were under water as we picked the footpaths to 
Walton on the Wolds, arrived at Prestwold Park for a 
coffee stop at the church. Following the recced route 
we finally managed to get back to the pub before it 
stated raining again. Another excellent meal and good 
Tiger ale. Special mention to Stuart M and his able 
map reader young Ben for leading the walk.

Wed 2 Jan
John T, Stuart, Mark, Alison and Ben.
Kicked off the New Year with a new venue, Sutton Park 
at Sutton Coldfield. set  off across the common past 
Blackroot Pool. Coffee stop at Keepers Pool. Paths to 
A452 and the Royal Oak pub for refreshment. After 
picked up Icknield St back to the car. Interesting area 
with potential for future walks. 6 miles.

Wed 9th Jan

Start Greyhound pub, Burton on the Wolds heading 
west through Old Wood to Prestwold Park, past the 
Hall and church to Prestwold village. Road and paths 
to Hoton, leave by Rempstone Road. Footpath and 
Green Lane to Kings Brook for coffee stopFollow the 
Kings Brook, this is the border between Leics and 
Notts counties. Reached Wymswold and the Three 
Crowns Pub, a hostel of character. Left the village 
crossing wet and boggy paths, across ploughed fields 
back to Burton. The sufferers were Stuart, Brian G, Ray 
G, Bob J and John T.  6½ miles.

Wed 30th Jan

Left Sutton Cheney walked across fields to Bosworth 
Battlefield. Down to the railway station and the 
Shenton viaduct where we joined the Ashby canal to 
Bosworth where we came off due to the very muddy 
conditions on the towpath. At Bosworth we took the 
gated road back to Sutton Cheney. The Hercules 
having recently reopened we decided give it a try. The 
ale and chips was enjoyed by all. Brian G, Stuart, Bob j 
and John T.

Wed 20th Feb

Saga Louts thin on the ground, Scotland and 
elsewhere. So John T did a bus pass walk to 
Lutterworth. Leaving the town, joined Stoney Hollows 
Road, Woodmarket, Moorbanks to Lodge Mill Spinney 
through the osier beds, surprisingly dry. Over the 
River Swift to Bransford Spinney and on to Churchover 
to learn from a resident that the pub had closed. Back 
to Cotesbach and Lutterworth Golf Course, back to 
Lutterworth and the bus back to Hinckley.

Wed 27th Feb

Stuart and John T 
Set off from the Three Pots estate crossing the A5 to 
Burton Hastings crossing the fishing lakes by the M69. 
Coffee stop by the R Anker. Struggled with route 
finding but eventually found the Blue Pig pub in 
Wolvey. After a well deserved pint set off past the 
church, Wolvey Heath, The Axe and Compass pub, 
Abbey Farm, a strange place: back to Burbage after 8 
miles. Fine and sunny.

Wed 6 March

A recce of a new walk by Brian G and John T. Started 
at the Bull and Lion pub, Packington. Started at 
1000amFootpath from NE corner of village. Path 
flooded, took detour rhro farm to Spring Lane, Hill 
Farm, took B.O.A.T track for two miles. Very pleasant 
walking. Coffee stop at Normanton le Heath. On to 
Swepstone taking another B.O.A.T. back to Packington 
and the pub. Removed muddy boots for a pint of 
Jennings and a bowl of leek and potato soup. Pub 
highly recommended. * miles, fine weather but very 
cold.

John T
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         Coniston  April 12,13,14th  

As spring finally comes to most of Britain in the middle 
of April, members of Hinckley Mountaineering Club were 
still able to find snow and ice on an ascent of the Old 
Man of Coniston. The north and east slopes of the 
2600ft high Lake District mountain still held deep snow 
and ice covered rock from the prolonged winter. From 
the summit the group continued on to the summit of 
Swirl Howe before descending to Prison Band, and then 
they continued onto the summit of Weatherlam before 
descending to the Miners Cottages, their base for the 
weekend in the Coniston Coppermines Valley.

Whilst this party were on the high fells other members 
took in lower routes visiting the picturesque lake of Tarn Howes, 
other went rock climbing in Borrowdale.

Twenty two members of the club attended the "meet" and after the 
Saturday exertions were treated to dinner, curry or sausage and mash 
followed up by pudding cooked by some of the cullinary gifted 
members otherwise known as HMC Catering Corps.
Needless to say, mountaineering being a thirsty and dehydrating 
hobby, a small amount of ale and wine was taken before, during and 
after the meal.

Needless to say, the following day dawned with lots of wetness falling 
from the sky and most..but not all abandoning the valley for home.

                                                                                                       (This was printed in the Hinckley Times as was a picture of Andrea’s wedding)

Harry, Jo and Gareth on Wetherlam

Mark H. and right, tucking in another excellent meal

Winter ascent of Coniston Old Man in April

On yer Bongo  by Ed

83 years young John Trow has become a 
Bongonaut and his first test flight was to 
Shropshire – very appropriate for a 
Shropshire lad – and we joined him for 
some walking on The Long Mynnd. We 
did a respectable 15 miles, including 
roast dinner at The Green Dragon, Little 
Stretton, before retiring to the Bongo for 
tea and John’s homemade cake. If anyone 
moans about their age – send ‘em to 
Trowie for some tips on how it’s done. I 

asked him what his secret 
was and he said “Well Ed. As 
you know, things improve 
with age… and …   I’m 
approaching magnificent!”    

Bongonaut Trow has now landed in the 
Peak District...and is currently in The 
George, Alstonefield with another group 
of our cyclists... Ewan, Ken & Andy Lee 
(on a weeks tour of The Peak/N Wales). 
They sounded extremely "refreshed" to 
me!  

On yer bike  by Kev

Not really climbing related but may be of some interest to the 
cycling fraternity.
Yesterday, with a friend of mine from Stoke on Trent, we did the 
Dougie Mac sportive which is a charity event raising money for the local Macmillan 
hospice. The main event was a 104 mile circuit to Llangollen and back from Stoke. All 
went well and was completed in 7:06 hrs with perfect weather.For me this was the first 
time I have cycled 100 miles. 
Also prior to this Simon and I did the Macc Monster an event that incorporated 8 classified 
climbs around the peak in 100k starting and finishing in Macclesfield with 7000 feet of 
ascent.We got somewhat lost around half way and ended up doing 77 miles with over 
8000 feet of ascent !!!   
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Saturday. Geoff, Kate, Roger, Ted, Carol
Gorllwyn,    a Nuttall at 613m

 Snow had fallen overnight to give a wintry feel to this 

ascent in the Elan Valleys. Starting in sunshine at the 
end of the Caban Coch Reservoir, a track led us 
upwards to the "Welsh Desert" although no camels 
were to be seen. Reaching the snowline at Bwlch Ddau 
Faen we turned east towards Gorllwyn across a 
featureless moor and then it snowed to add a bit of 
atmosphere to the occasion. Map and compass were 

consulted frequently...and a GPS as we followed the 
Birmingham Corporation stone markers across the 
sodden landscape to the summit cairn where lunch 
was taken. 
Bearings were 
taken again to 
get us off this 
inhospitable 
plateau, but we 
missed the non 
existent path in 
hundreds of 
square yards of 
bog and 
continued well 
past the line of 
descent for a 
couple of 
hundred yards 
before returning 
to cross the bog 
again to find a 
way down. It 
was snowing 
quite heavily 
now, no sign of 
any tracks, so 
more compass 
work...and a 
touch of GPS 
were needed to 
get back to the 
valley.
 A good walk, 7½ miles.

Sunday

A mass walk by everyone around the reservoirs.
Starting at the visitors centre we followed the old 
railway track, used in the construction of the dams 
and reservoirs and now an excellent cycle and walking 
path. A flat walk past Caban Coch Reservoir to the 

submerged dam dividing it from the Garreg Ddu 
reservoir and then after a nibbles stop, we left the 

track 
for a short uphill section to the dam at 
Penygarreg. A magnificent sight with water pouring 
over the edge. Not wishing to walk across the top! it 
was down to the bridge at the bottom of the dam and 
on to the Tea Shop where some of the party stopped 
for refreshments. The route from here was across the 
hillside on the other side of the reservoir on a well 
marked out path through the woods until we reached 
the site of the submerged dam and followed the old 
railway track back to the Visitors Centre where more 
refreshment was taken. 8¾ miles.

 A great weekend with good accommodation complete 

with hens,ducks, a pig and piglets.

Ted

Elan Valley    March 15,16,17

The Welsh desert, Geoff, Kate, Roger and Carol

The next door neighbours

Last of the Summer Whine, Geoff, Roger and statue 
at the Elan Valley Centre

Dam, Kate gives Sue a helping hand by one of the dams

Ed, Sue, Ted, Carol, Geoff, Kate, Jo, Gareth. Jane. Sue, Roger, Ian and Nettie at an excellent cottage near to 
Rhayader..and next to a pig sty. Saturday saw the groups split into a Welsh desert walk  and the others an Ed 
led walk. Saturday night was spent at an excellent pub in the town, where some had dinner. Such an excellent 
pub, by the time the evening had finished and I was driven back to the cottage I had forgotten the pub’s name.
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SKITTLES        HMC v Rugby Mountaineering Club

Many thanks to all those that turned 
out for the annual skittles night... 
over 30 took part and Hinckley MC 
beat Rugby MC 186- 161, bringing 
the Trophy back home. 
Congratulations also to Alan Barfield 
and the Tesco Team who arrived at 
Everest Basecamp (temp...minus 16) 
and has himself now raised in excess 
of £10k for cancer research. Well 
done...just need to get down now, 
and thanks to all those that donated.

The event took place at the Heathcliff 
Arms , Croft, on a snowy night.  
President Ed receives the trophy 
watched by Rugby Mountaineers.

Not telling tales but we had a suspicion that at least one of RMC’s team was a”ringer”. But like 
the bank robbers who got their blind mate to drive the getaway car (true), he, who shall be 
nameless, did a similar trick when his first skittle of the night smashed into the ceiling only 
yards away from a very expensive overhead projector. 
 President Ed and our very own “ringer” Jim  point out the hole in the ceiling.

President Ed receives the trophy watched by the gallant losers

Elvyn’s leaving party at The New Plough

Ed presents Elvyn with a photo signed by club members at his 
last meeting at The New Plough.
 It was his 65th and just to prove he's still got it, last week 
both Elvyn and Graeme completed the Lake District 
Challenge: The Keswick to Barrow Walk is a 40 mile 
sponsored walking and running event in the Lakes. Teams of 
between 6 and 12 members test themselves on a challenging 
route, to raise money for charities and good causes. Over 
2000 entered and Elvyn finished 1351st in a cracking time of 
11hr 43min whilst Graeme finished 65th in 6hrs 44min. 
Nutters.

Elvyn says thanks to everyone who sponsored him and thanks 
for coming along last night. And whilst we're talking big 
routes, good luck to Ewan and Co for their week long cycling 
tour of The Peak/North & Mid Wales... hope the weather 
improves...and Harry is also cycling from Lands End to John 
O'Groats next month - also riding for charity

Ed  (see also Ed’s Jottings Front Page)

Margaret Trow
On a sadder note, John’s wife Margaret, herself a 
former member of the club passed away in March. 
The funeral on April 15th was held at Burbage 
Congregational Church and attended by more than 
20 members of the Club and by some past members. 
Donations were made to The British Retinitis 
Pigmentosa Society and Guide Dogs For The Blind.
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CAMERA    the club’s good pub and ale  guide Over the Garden Wall
from the Gutter Picture  Press 

News from up North

What a difference a year makes!
 On this day in 2012, Sinc, Carolyn and 
myself enjoyed a pleasant stroll along the 
River Ure in lovely warm spring sunshine, 
temperatures in the mid 20s and finished 
off with a few samples across the road. 
This morning 2013 and my trusty old rear 
wheel drive transit minibus left the 
Colsterdale road in an easterly blizzard and 
deposited itself (and me) in a ditch! 
Uninjured (apart from my driver's pride) I 
proceeded to dig the wretched thing out 
and actually succeeded in getting back on to 
solid ground. Needless to say 4 teenage 
lads will miss school today! Keep warm!

Dave T

Pete H    spotted this excellent beer...oh so true!

Bull and Lion pub, Packington, recommended by John 
T, good ale and soup...but take muddy boots off!

The Elan Valley meet coincided with Comic 
Relief night. Sue and Ted went prepared and 
Ted’s wife Carol’s Weddington Cub Scouts 
cooked Red Nose biscuits for donations to 
Comic Relief and raised just over  £20 on the 
night.. The Anatomy of a Murder?

Elan Valley meet. Ian takes a well 
earned nap after Ed’s Saturday walk. 
The owner of the cottage was into 
film posters which decorated the 
place. 

President Ed insisted that the box was 
needed as the  microphone stand was 
over 8 ft high. 

Notice in Lathkill Dale, Peak District, 
fortunately we were walking on Easter 
Wednesday
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A Jolly Good Weekend

In addition to the monthly meets, There are a 
range of activities including climbing, 
walking and mountain biking, all arranged on 
an ad-hoc basic at the The New Plough Pub 

on Thursday evenings or on the club Forum. And don’t forget 
the “Saga Louts” for midweek walking.

To book a hut, contact Ed on 01455 274174 or email 
inedwards@hotmail.com and pay a deposit of £5.

Huts

Unless told otherwise, you will need a sleeping bag and food 
for the weekend and your kit. All huts and hostels have 
cooking facilities although some members use the local 
hostelry. All huts have showers with the exception of one and 
most huts are heated and where possible, ladies have a room 
to themselves.

Please note that most of the properties are mountaineering club huts and not Holiday Cottages. Some are suitable for 
family groups, some are not. Check with Ed on this one.

Be Green.. try and share cars, again check with Ed to see who is 
going. And don’t forget the earplugs...or an iPod

Kit.

If you need to borrow kit, the club has some harnesses, crampons, 
ice axes and helmets. Members of this club are renowned for 
hanging on to kit, sacs, waterproofs and even boots.  Ask!

Climbing

Climbing takes place most Tuesday evenings at the wall at 
Warwick: Thursdays evenings at The Tower,Beaumont Leys, and at 

other times at Red Point, Creation, Loughborough etc and on real rock if the weather allows. Check the forum for 
details.

  Meets etc

JUN 21  NANT GWYNANT (N WALES)

JUL 13  CADEBY HANGII:  See Ed

JUL 20  BAREGES Pyrenees

AUG 10  STANTON BEERFEST n BBQ

AUG 16  STAIR (LAKES)

AUG 24 IAN & NETTIES  50th Bash
 at their house

SEP 6  SEATHWAITE (LAKES)

OCT 18  PRESIDENTS MEET EDALE

NOV 15  CAPEL CURIG (N WALES)

DEC 28  NEW YEAR IN THE LAKES

2014 Next year 

Winter meet, Grey Corries Lodge, Roy Bridge

June...Torridon (see Ed’s jottings, Front Page)

Hinckley Mountaineering Club
Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council

The New Plough
Leicester Road

Hinckley

Every Thursday 9.00pm

hinckleymountaineering@hotmail.com
www.hinckleymc.org

Go to the web site to check the Forum
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